Different approaches to asset allocation are available to practitioners. But reliance on selection of parametric return distributions, summary measures of risk and historical data as an indicator of the future remain widespread. This research paper proposes an approach that makes more complete use of information available about the future, forcing consideration of different time frames, alternate outcomes, and tail risk. It does this not by forecasting the future but by describing what has the potential to make a significant difference to long-term investment outcomes.
Investment managers must allocate assets while uncertain about future investment returns. Markowitz (1952) was the first to propose application of mean-variance analysis in the investment context, this provided the first clear framework for rational investment decision making under uncertainty. This approach, which is still used by many to assist asset allocation decision making, has serious shortcomings including the assumption of normally distributed returns. Also, the well known sensitivity of optimised allocations to input assumptions and the tendency to select relatively undiversified allocations (unless allocation constraints are applied) present major problems for practitioners.
Another important problem with many approaches to asset allocation, including multi-factor modelling, is reliance on historical data. The making of informed decisions about portfolio positioning in an uncertain world requires consideration of alternative potential futures. The past is not necessarily representative of the future. It provides only a single path of returns and ignores what might have happened. In particular, before the event, certain outcomes may have been considered more likely than those that actually took place. Also, use of historical return volatilities over-simplifies the notion of risk and denies the availability of information about how risk varies through time. Arnott and Bernstein (2002) suggest considerable confusion has been created by practitioners' reliance on historical performance to determine prospective risk premia.
This has likely resulted in the misallocation of assets, including specification of quite concentrated portfolios which perform poorly out of sample.
The approach proposed here `neither selects a particular parametric distribution nor is it reliant on history. Consistent with Markowitz, who emphasised the role of subjective assessment (beliefs and experience) as an input to asset allocation, this approach blends investment insight with the discipline and transparency of a quantitative framework. It is designed to capture more completely the complexity of relationships between fundamental factors and return outcomes. It recognises this real world complexity and that neither summary statistics (means, variances and correlations) nor historically based coefficients are an adequate basis for asset allocation. 1 The importance of investment beliefs Investment approaches depend on beliefs about how markets and economies behave. A believer in efficient markets may be content to assume that prospective returns are the same whatever the starting point -providing the basis for static strategic asset allocation. This is an extreme and no longer widely held view. The notion that from any given starting point, and in the absence of new shocks, markets will tend to revert to equilibrium is also no doubt too simplistic. Casual observation of asset price behaviour reveals clear periods in which asset prices exhibit both prolonged mean aversion (the tech bubble is a prime recent example) as well as mean reversion (as in the ultimate tech bubble bust). Most investment practitioners now at least accept the possibility that some information may exist to permit a more insightful assessment of risk and return potential.
A number of studies, Poterba and Summers (1987) for example, have confirmed the existence of serial correlation, finding evidence that equity prices are positively correlated (implying mean aversion) over short horizons with negative serial correlation or mean reversion over longer periods. Fama and French (1986) also found that negative serial correlation increases in strength over longer time frames, implying greater predictability over say five or ten years than one. They offered two alternative explanations for this behaviour: rational responses to time variance in expectations about macro-variables; and irrational swings in investor over-optimism and pessimism. In recent years there have been significant advances in understanding investor behaviour. These provide a rationale for a divergence in asset pricing from that implied by the macro fundamentals. It has been suggested that investors may be hard-wired to respond emotionally, which results in apparently irrational responses. 2 Fear of being left behind encourages investors to take too much risk, or switch investment options too frequently in an unwinable hunt for the highest return. Exacerbating the effects of these behaviours on financial markets, are the actions of funds managers in reducing their career or business risk exposure.
Looking across different asset markets, the case for market efficiency seems particularly weak because there is likely to be greater divergence in investor circumstances and objectives across than within asset sectors. This suggests the existence of information about prospective returns.
Efficient use of information
Asset allocation practitioners need a methodology which uses available information but recognises the existence of and provides meaningful information about the considerable uncertainty that must exist about return outcomes. A transparent approach to this is to generate a series of explicit return forecasts or scenarios based on varying assumptions about the main sources of return uncertainty.
The two principal sources of uncertainty in prospective returns are behavioural factors (swings in investor irrationality and 'rational' changes in risk perception) and the 'dynamics of macrodriving variables'. 3 The primary macro-driving variables are economic growth and inflation. While other fundamental drivers exist, they are typically subsets of these two broad drivers. 4 An exception is leverage. Leverage enables the expansion of economic activity -it increases return potential, but also raises exposure to losses. As only too clearly demonstrated in 2008, leverage increases risk and raises the probability of tail risk events.
The influence that changes in the fundamental drivers have depends on investors' attitudestheir perceptions of risk; the difficulty they have (even if rational) in assessing new information;
and their propensity for irrationality. For example, during highly speculative environments (bubbles) the level of investor optimism is the primary determinant of returns, with economic fundamentals being relatively minor. Such possibilities need to be considered. Clearly, no single set of risk premia is adequate to capture the information available about the prospective investment environment. The obvious response to this is to consider of a range of potential futures, or scenarios. A scenarios approach enables extensive use to be made of the available information.
This scenarios approach might be described as providing a quantitative representation of qualitative insights. Importantly it can provide a systematic, consistent and coherent framework for the expression of investment judgement and assessment of investment strategy.
Building a scenarios set Three broad stages can be defined in building a set of scenarios: defining the individual scenarios; generating return assumptions; and setting scenario probabilities. None of these steps are trivial. While a considerable application of resources is required to build a useful scenario set, a benefit of the approach is that the practitioner is motivated to seek out new information and identify alternative views. This reduces the risk of getting caught in behavioural traps, particularly confirmation bias. Behavioural biases can make it difficult to challenge a prevailing view. Studies suggest that while information that supports a view is readily taken into account, contrary views may not be actively sought (see for example Wason, 1960) . A scenarios approach requires contrary views. This is an important strength of the approach. Exhibit 1 provides a simple example of how scenarios can be defined by combining assumptions about macro-drivers and investor behaviour. This covers only a very small subset of the scenarios that might be included. A range of both common and more unusual (including tail risk) scenarios are required to adequately explore uncertainty.
The set of scenarios can be specified with the intention of making this a general framework that is applicable in all conditions. In this case the scenarios are best viewed as generic representations of particular environments. As starting point valuations change, prospective scenario returns change. This approach provides information about the variation not only in return potential, but also the extent of prospective risk and sources of diversification.
There may be some information about a particular starting point which is not utilised with a generic scenarios approach. To some extent this can be captured by adjusting scenario probabilities to take into account starting point characteristics. For example, the probability of transitioning to a strong economic growth scenario might be expected to be lower than average when there exist say marked structural impediments to growth or when a process of re-regulation is underway. However, use of such a supplementary time specific scenario set is useful where there are major valuation (for example as in an asset bubble) or structural issues (such as the imbalance in global savings and investment seen in the current decade) which have the potential to dominate outcomes. These scenarios are relevant to the medium term evolution of the investment environment. For example, in early 2009 the set of focused medium term scenarios would include a combination of alternative contractionary (with varying depth of recession, duration, geographical relativities, price level behaviour, and related policy responses) and recovery (with different paces of growth, inflationary consequences and geographical distribution) scenarios, plus alternative behavioural responses to market volatility.
To some extent the difference between a generic and a focused scenario set is driven by time horizon. For longer time frames (of at least ten plus years) a generic approach may be adequate, but may not be over shorter time frames because the specifics of the starting point are more dominant determinants of outcomes. The difference here might be seen as analogous to the distinction between strategic and medium term asset allocation. However it is clear that even the generic scenarios framework does not provide support for a static asset allocation. Quite the contrary, it provides a basis for the evolution of benchmark or policy assets allocations through time.
For a scenario set to be useful as a risk management tool it must be effective in capturing the cone of uncertainty. This does not imply that it needs be exhaustive in its inclusion of combinations of input assumptions; but that it needs to be comprehensive in its consideration of potential distinctive outcomes. Exhibit 2 provides an example of the combination of environments that might comprise a generic scenario set. The objective is that the scenarios set be indicative of the distribution of distinctive alternative return outcomes. Whether or not it has the smoothness or continuity that might be expected of the true distribution depends on the coarseness of the scenario set. The lumpiness in the distribution of returns seen below in the practical examples of scenarios analysis, are a function of the coarseness of the scenario set used rather than being a consequence of the general approach. A very large number of scenarios, with lots of variations on the same basic themes are required to overcome this lumpiness (though the practitioner may judge that this is not necessary).
Except where behavioural factors dominate, economic growth and inflation (and leverage) assumptions will underpin returns in most scenarios. Thus practical scenario definitions require the setting of specific assumptions for the macro-driving variables. At a minimum, average and end point values for key macro variables -inflation and growth for each relevant geographical region -are required for a scenario to be adequately specified. Of course, relevant data and information, from wherever it can be gathered, is used to achieve such specification.
As mentioned, highly unlikely, but highly distinctive scenarios (tail risk events) need to be included if the scenario set is to provide adequate information about risk and diversification. Important examples include depression or persistent economic stagnation; severe deflation and even hyperinflation, as well as scenarios resulting from exogenous shocks. Traditional meanvariance approaches to asset allocation pay scant attention to the possibility of such extreme events. While by definition they are rare, when they occur they are of 'inordinate practical importance ' (Mandlebrot and Hudson, 2004) . Importantly, understanding the risks involved in these outlier environments requires that their potential causes and effects be carefully thought through even while they remain a remote possibility. This has a number of benefits; including assisting practitioners consider how such scenarios might arise. For example, Fisher (1933) 
Return projections
The principal output of the scenarios analysis is a matrix of real returns -each return refers to both a scenario and asset or strategy exposure. There are various models that can be used to set return assumptions; one straightforward approach is briefly mentioned here. Whatever the method used, the return setting process should take into account starting point valuations -not to do so is to waste information. While subtleties abound, 6 these are relatively straightforward to measure.
Equity market return projections can be generated by combining starting valuations with alternative assumptions about end point valuations and the path of earnings. Starting point valuations and dividends 7 are readily observable. Equity market earnings projections can for example be set to be consistent with economic growth projections in each scenario, though the shorter the time frame, the more important is the higher volatility or cyclicality of earnings versus economic growth. Behavioural assumptions are essential in postulating end point valuations. Both a concept of fair value 8 and the contemplation of apparently irrational market valuations are a necessary part of the richness of the scenario set.
As an example, consider the different starting points of the early 1980s and the height of the late 1990s tech bubble. Each had extreme equity market valuations. The price earnings ratio of the S&P500 was 8.0 at the end of 1981 versus 33.3 at the end of 1999. Assuming reversion to a PE of 18.9 times (the median since 1980 -although this is very likely above 'fair value'), a difference in prospective returns of 29% is implied. Of course the other components of return matter, but often these reinforce rather than offset large differences in return potential. Not surprisingly the dividend yield was relatively high at the start of the 1980s and low in the late 1990s. It is possible that prospective growth in earnings offsets the differences in starting valuations. Indeed it seems rational that expectations of high (low) earnings growth should be reflected in relatively high (low) valuations. The actions of rational investors should therefore tend to equalise return potential through time. In practice, when earnings are elevated (depressed) rather than anticipating reversion, which would imply relatively low (high) share prices relative to those earnings, investors' behavioural foibles lead them to extrapolate recent trends. Price earnings ratios tend to be lowest (highest) when earnings are at their lowest (highest) as has been clearly articulated by Jeremy Grantham (2006) . Unrealistic expectations must eventually change or be disappointed -reversions to mean confer a degree of predictability over the medium to longer term.
As the valuation environment evolves through time, the scenario set provides an objective and dispassionate indication of changes in the level of potential real returns, the extent of risk and sources of diversification. A scenarios framework tends to lead the practitioner to a contrarian perspective -revealing strong return potential when investors are unduly pessimistic and weak return potential when they are overly optimistic. This process helps practitioners be less prone to market-think, adaptive expectations and excessive risk taking.
A practical difficulty with this is that the short term performance focus of investors can be a powerful force for convergence if not in the expectations of funds managers then at in least investment strategy. A scenarios approach assists in identifying when market valuations are inconsistent with investment fundamentals, but provides no information on whether these valuations will continue to become more extreme or revert. Being right eventually may be of little comfort if the manager goes out of business. This has to be taken into account in deciding how to apply insights of the scenarios analysis.
Appreciation of changes in return potential through time can be assisted by comparison with a static or equilibrium set of assumptions. An equilibrium scenario as envisaged here assumes that economies are in equilibrium (growth is at potential rates and inflation consistent with central bank targets) and asset prices are continuously at fair value -even in this stylised environment there is still considerable reliance on investment judgement in determining return expectations.
This is effectively what economists refer to as a 'steady state'. While the assessment of equilibrium returns will sometimes change, in response for example to reassessment of prospective productivity growth, in general these returns would be expected to be relatively invariant which provides a useful 'anchor' against which to compare scenario returns. The scenario set also needs to allow for the possibility that the home country may experience a significantly different scenario from the rest of the global economy -both significantly more positive and more negative than the rest of the world.
An example of summary output from a scenarios model is shown in Exhibit 4. Starting valuations have been taken from early 2009. Subsequent to dramatic equity market declines and flight to the save haven of treasuries during 2008, it was not surprising that equity return potential was assessed as above equilibrium levels, while the return potential from treasuries appeared limited.
The Exhibit shows expected returns (the thick grey bars) for a range of asset sectors, together with the mean return in the positive (thin white bars) and negative (thin grey bars) 10% tails.
Scenario probabilities are obviously required in order to calculate these summary statistics.
Assigning scenario probabilities
The analysis of the scenario set does not require the specification of scenario probabilities. The scenarios can be treated as a set of discrete investment environments under which return potential and risk exposure is systematically examined. However, unless probabilities are specified the assessment of risk is necessarily limited. Probabilities convert the scenarios set into a probability distribution of returns for individual assets, strategies, and overall portfolios.
The process of setting scenario probabilities might seem uncomfortably qualitative and subjective, but it is less unsatisfactory than the selection of a particular parametric distribution for mean-variance analysis. It is at least more explicit and considered. In setting scenario probabilities, commonsense tells us that some scenarios are more likely than others, particularly over longer time frames. For example, a 10 year recessionary scenario which assumes a high level of investor optimism seems unlikely. More generally the probabilities of commonly experienced growth and inflation environments might be taken from a combination of historical frequency, and subjective assessment based on assumed differences in the prospective versus past behaviour of policymakers. A simple approach is to equal weight all 'mainstream' scenarios, with more unusual and in particular tail risk scenarios with lower weightings. By definition there is little historical data to guide the setting of probabilities for tail risk events and of course not everything that is going to happen has already happened, which means judgement and imagination are necessary.
While consideration needs to be given to individual scenario probabilities, the general reasonableness of the probabilities is best assessed by looking at the scenario set as a whole. For example the implied probability distribution of returns can be compared with history or the practitioner's expectations or judgement. It may also help to compare the implied scenario correlations, variances and higher moments with history -these are an (almost incidental) output of, rather than an input to, this process.
In practice specification of scenarios and associated probabilities often involves iteration. Of course this can be dangerous if used to fit outcomes to prior beliefs. A strength of the scenarios approach is that it may challenge the prior beliefs of the practitioner. This may seem counterintuitive since the scenario set is a reflection of the practitioners' judgement. However, this forces the practitioner to reconcile a multitude of micro assessments with their macro implications.
Output of the Scenario Set
The principal benefit of the scenarios approach is the amount of information it provides about risk and diversification. Exhibits 5 and 6 are return probability surface charts for varying combinations of debt and equities, under both the scenario set and assuming normally distributed returns (with matching means and variances). Exhibit 5 presents the data in the most conventional 3-dimensional form, while Exhibit 6 shows a 'plan-view' of the surface. Exhibit 5 illustrates more clearly the high peaks and fat tail assumptions that have been built into the scenario set. Both reflect the real world complexity that the scenario set is able to capture.
A comprehensive scenarios framework provides a richness of information. The understanding this imparts is not achievable using summary measures of risk and diversification. Correlations are summary statistics which merely capture the how pairs of returns relate to each other on average and that misses important information. The detail of the differing behaviour of asset returns under different scenarios is essential in working out how to combine different assets to achieve given objectives. For example, it is essential to know when long nominal bonds will diversify equity risk and when they will not, what else will.
Exhibit 7 illustrates scenario joint likelihoods of pairs of bond and equity real returns. This is a joint probability distribution or surface. In the left hand chart the data is presented in conventional 3-dimensional form, while in the second chart the surface is viewed from abovewith different contour lines representing 'slices' of different probability ranges. The alternative presentations emphasise different aspects of the data. The first chart highlights the probabilities, but does not clearly identify the ranges of returns to which these apply. On the other hand, apart from the compactness of the lines, the second chart contains no information about probabilities.
Nevertheless, the second chart facilitates the identification of important return ranges. For example, the high joint probability of real equity returns in the 1.5% to 6% range, together with bond returns in the 2% to 4% range; the possibility of large negative equity returns coinciding with returns around 3% for bonds. Particularly important for the management of portfolio risk and extent of diversification, is the coincidence of significant negative returns (indicated in the bottom right corner of the surface chart) which occurs in severe inflation shock scenarios. These joint probabilities are pivotal to the design of asset allocations to satisfy risk objectives.
To illustrate some of the differences between a scenarios versus a mean-variance based asset allocation approach, consider selecting an asset allocation to generate the highest return possible while taking no more risk than a defined benchmark portfolio. The benchmark portfolio is assumed to consist of 70% equities (35% local equities and 35% global, of which 15% is currency hedged), 25% in nominal debt (of which 10% is in currency hedged global debt) and 5% in inflation linked securities.
Exhibit 8 shows the benchmark asset allocation together with three alternative allocations. The first alternative has been set using mean-variance optimisation. 10 Expected returns for this portfolio are above benchmark levels while standard deviation has been held constant. However, a constant standard deviation may not imply that risk exposure is unchanged. Exhibit 9 shows the differences in expected or probability weighted returns versus benchmark; and two measures of risk versus benchmark: standard deviation and mean-shortfall. Mean-short fall as defined here is the mean return in the negative tail of the distribution (in this case the 5% tail). The mean short-fall return is lower for the mean-variance portfolio than for the benchmark. This illustrates the limited, and potentially misleading, information that standard deviation provides about portfolio risk in a world where returns are not normally distributed.
The second asset allocation is the result of an optimisation which maximises expected real returns, subject to not increasing short-fall risk than the benchmark. Here neither risk measures are higher than benchmark while the expected return premium though lower than before is still positive. However, this disguises significant dispersion in the impact on returns in tail scenarios.
In particular, this strategy has less inflation protection than the benchmark strategy and is more exposed in severe inflation tail scenarios. This vulnerability is increased by the particular starting point characteristics in early 2009 when little inflation risk was priced into asset valuations.
The final asset allocation shown in Exhibit 8 was derived from an optimisation which maximises real returns subject to returns not being lower than benchmark in any tail risk scenario. Expected returns are still above benchmark, though not quite as high as for the other two allocations. This is the most risk controlled strategy relative to benchmark and not unexpectedly has the greatest asset diversity, inflation linked debt now receives an allocation.
Optimisations which use more of the information embedded in the scenarios set tend to generate more diversified strategies because return relativities vary significantly across scenarios. This means that an exposure that may reduce risk in some scenarios may increase it elsewhere. For example, nominal bonds are risk reducing versus equities in a deflationary slump, but may not be in stagflation -instead here inflation linked bonds and possibly commodities diversify risk. The greater the real world complexity in performance relativities that are taken into account, the broader and more diversified the final asset allocation tends to be.
More generally, it seems clear that the solutions to optimisation problems cannot be relied upon to identify the most appropriate investment strategy. For example, this third asset allocation may appear appropriate where investors are concerned about benchmark risk, but this strategy is expected to lag benchmark returns by an average 1.9% per annum in one scenario over 7 years, and this may not be an acceptable outcome.
In practice, while optimisation is useful to help reveal the information about trade-offs embedded in a scenario set, it is difficult to adequately reflect what are often multiple conflicting objectives into a single optimisation problem. It is typically necessary to build an understanding of risk by considering individual scenarios. Careful scenario by scenario assessment is required to fully understand the available information about risk and return trade-offs. The information a comprehensive scenarios set provides enables the fuller exploitation of opportunities for diversification and offers the opportunity to take advantage of distributional characteristics, particularly asymmetries. In a mean-variance world, volatility is seen as static and symmetrical -reducing downside risk is assumed to commensurately reduce upside potential. In a scenarios world, there is the potential to skew the distribution -reduce downside risk while retaining proportionately more upside potential.
Finally, Exhibit 3 provides some practical insight into broad asset allocation implications that this approach can yield. While this Exhibit shows only probability weighted returns and not the detail of the scenarios set, it nevertheless gives some broad indications of the risk return trade-off for debt and equities. Until the market declines of 2008, a progressively shrinking prospective reward for risk had been a feature of the investment environment. Notably unusual starting point characteristics included a high profit share of GDP and hence market earnings at levels that appeared inconsistent with economic growth; low and shrinking spreads for corporate and high yield debt; and rising leverage. As indicated in the Exhibit, by mid 2007 the prospective reward to risk appeared unusually low.
An even more extreme compression in the prospective reward to risk was seen in the late 1990s.
A scenarios assessment of prospects for the US equity market then led Gosling (1999) to note that "…the next decade's returns could prove to be the worst on average since the 1930s".
The most obvious asset allocation implication of such an assessment is to reduce exposure to risk assets. But as already noted this approach says nothing about the timing of reversion to mean. Of course strong returns can persist with progressively shrinking return potential. In order to maximise the benefit from medium term insights generated with this framework, considerable patience is often required. Indeed the short term can last for so long that many mistake it for the long term.
In early 2009, medium to longer term return potential from equities appeared significantly higher than at mid 2007. This was particularly evident relative to government nominal debt where unusually low starting yields limited prospective return potential. Over the medium term, this assessment suggested at least a benchmark allocation to equities, and a significantly below benchmark allocation to government debt (or at least a shortening of duration) whose prospective risk control properties appeared severely restricted. Again, this framework is inherently contrarian. After returns have been relatively strong, return potential is reduced and conversely.
At the time of writing an exceptionally strong equity market recovery was again compressing the prospective reward for taking equity risk.
Summary
This paper has discussed practical problems in making asset allocation decisions; it has made a number of assertions; and has proposed a tractable (though not simple) solution that captures the complexity of the real world. The main objective of this approach is to map uncertainty by describing what could happen.
A method for designing a scenario set has been outlined involving the definition of a series of distinct potential futures, the generation of return forecasts, and the specification of scenario
probabilities. This provides an extremely flexible tool that exploits available information and at the same time embodies a recognition that there is considerable uncertainty about prospective return outcomes. With this approach, asset allocation analyses can be tailored to the needs of absolute return strategies, active or medium term overlay strategies, and funds that face peer risk constraints. Most importantly, the framework provides more information about risk and diversification than is feasible with a mean-variance approach. It also substantially reduces reliance on historical data. Perhaps most importantly this approach helps force the practitioner to be objective and dispassionate -in doing so it avoids reliance on getting a single expected scenario right. All this has the potential to improve the investment decision making process and make a significant difference to long term investment outcomes. 
